
Chirpley Forges a Partnership with N3MUS  for
Web3 Gaming Promotions

Chirpley, a leading influencer marketing

platform, is thrilled to announce its

dynamic partnership with N3MUS.

AMSTERDAM, NETHERLANDS, May 24,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Chirpley, a

leading influencer marketing platform,

is thrilled to announce its dynamic

partnership with N3MUS, the essential

bridge, connecting traditional gamers

to blockchain technology while

providing a cost-effective and user-

friendly gaming experience. This

collaboration marks a significant step

towards reshaping the landscape of

gaming promotion and leveraging the

potential of blockchain technology.

The synergy between Chirpley and N3MUS reflects a commitment to innovation, transformation,

and excellence. This partnership underscores both companies' dedication to pushing boundaries

and driving forward the evolution of influencer marketing within the dynamic realm of Web3

At N3MUS, we're thrilled to

join forces with Chirpley on

this groundbreaking

partnership.”

Neal Peters, CEO N3MUS

gaming.

A key facet of this strategic partnership involves the

integration of Chirpley's API into N3MUS’s platform,

thereby granting seamless access for their customers to

leverage our influencer marketing services. This integration

sets the stage for game studios to effortlessly promote

their creations, fostering enhanced visibility, user

engagement, and revenue generation.

N3MUS boasts an impressive portfolio of 12000 registered users and 180 game studios,

expressing a keen interest in harnessing the power of the Chirpley integration. This collective

enthusiasm amplifies Chirpley's reach and impact within the gaming community. Furthermore,

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://chirpley.ai/
https://www.n3mus.com/
https://www.n3mus.com/
https://www.n3mus.com/


this collaboration has a direct positive effect on the burn rate of the $CHRP token, driven by the

automatic buyback and burn mechanism inherent to each marketing campaign completed on

the platform.

"Partnering with N3MUS is an exciting milestone for Chirpley”. By combining our expertise in

influencer marketing with N3MUS’s innovative Web3 platform, we are set to reshape the gaming

promotion landscape," remarked Job ter Horst, CEO at Chirpley. "This collaboration not only

opens new avenues for game studios to propel their creations into the spotlight but also

contributes to the sustainable growth of the $CHRP ecosystem."

At N3MUS, we're thrilled to join forces with Chirpley on this groundbreaking partnership," Neal

Peters, CEO of N3MUS, enthusiastically stated. "By merging Chirpley's influencer marketing

prowess with our user-centric Web3 platform, we're poised to unlock a new era of empowered

game promotion. This collaboration not only empowers game studios to tap into a passionate

and engaged gaming community, but it also fosters the widespread adoption of Web3

technology within the gaming industry. We believe this partnership will revolutionize the way

games are promoted and experienced, creating a win-win scenario for developers, gamers, and

the future of Web3 gaming.

About Chirpley:

Chirpley is a dynamic influencer marketing platform that connects brands with nano-micro

influencers using AI and automation tools. With a commitment to innovation, Chirpley aims to

bridge the gap between brands and influencers, ushering in a new era of authentic, impactful,

and data-driven marketing campaigns.

About N3MUS:

N3MUS provides a variety of tools for game studios enabling them to easily incorporate Web3

concepts into their games. The blockchain component runs behind the scenes, ensuring that the

gamer enjoys an unrestricted experience, one that they are familiar with. We aim to empower

developers and gamers through a complete game journey with enhanced user experiences and

optimize operations, driving engagement and maximizing opportunities for growth. 

N3MUS:

Twitter: https://twitter.com/n3musfdn

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/n3mus

Telegram: https://t.me/n3muschat
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/714331416

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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